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Dates for your diary
Wednesday 3rd June 2015 Visit to Anglo-Saxon West Berkshire and Wantage led by Andrew Hutt
Thursday 4th June 2015 to 25th June 2015 La Hyde geophysics and topographical survey
coordinated by Andrew Hutt
Saturday 20th June 2015: Oxford Walk with Ann Dodd organised by Trevor Coombs
Week 22nd June 2015 TBA BAS visit to La Hyde organised by Andrew Hutt
Wednesday, 8th July 2015 Visit to Marden Henge, Wiltshire led by Trevor Coombs
Wednesday 2nd September 2015: Anglo-Saxon Berkshire discussion group
in Conference Room 3, RISC: 14:15 to 16:00 organised by Andrew Hutt
Saturday 19th September 2015 Annual General Meeting and Archaeology on Saturdays lecture
Main Hall, RISC: 14:00 to 16:00

From our Chairman
Dear Members,
I write to you as I return from ten ‘jaw-dropping’ days travelling from Athens to Crete and through
the islands, Santorini, Mikonos and Delos, north to Thesalonkica with the Maidenhead WEA Latin
Group, under the guidance of Dr Steve Kershaw from Oxford University. So many wonderful
opportunities emanate from WEA courses and now we have lost Reading University Department of
Continuing Education courses, I do recommend the WEA courses in your area to you.
Then, without a break, I joined the BARG-BAS excavation at Blounts Court, Sonning Common
where the geophysics and augering (a new skill for BAS) led us to reveal further extents of the
buildings excavated last year.
Our Society has a new librarian, Deborah Loe. She has been to view our collection in the Berkshire
Record Office and is working her way through the boxes stored in all our garages. The good news
is that the boxes will be stored in a secure, rented store in Wokingham where they will be accessible
for further sorting and preservation. Could life get better? Yes! Read on.
I am pleased to inform you that BAS has received a legacy from a former member who remembered
us in his will. John Hardman has left the Society one hundred thousand pounds. His solicitor told
us that he had no living relatives and that his main beneficiaries were his neighbours. Do any of
you have memories of John? We would be pleased to hear about them. In the meantime, ponder on
how this windfall can be used to further the aims of our Society in a way which, in the future, will
enable us to say – John Hardman’s legacy enabled the Society to do that.
Our next adventure is the BAS Spring Journey to the Heart of England where I anticipate more
sights to gladden the eye in good company.
Best wishes to all for an enjoyable summer. Ann Griffin.
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Archaeology on Saturdays
“A realm of kings and warriors”?
Female burial traditions of the Early
Bronze Age
A talk by Alice Rogers on 14th February 2015

Alice’s thesis was that excavations of Early Bronze Age
(2,500-1,500 BC) burials prior to 1950 reported that burials
with what appeared to be weapons, were those of kings and
warriors, whilst females and their role in life were under
reported. Her work therefore, was to re-examine excavation
reports and artefacts of the period in museums and, to discover
if some of them represented female roles. Misleading reports
of burials started with Homer in his Illiad, and antiquarians of
the 18th and 19th centuries continued the practice.
Starting with an overall look at Early Bronze Age female
burials, Alice found that older women up to 40, were buried
with the largest variety of grave goods. These included beads
and necklaces found on their chests and other items suspended
from the waist. Other grave goods such as: awls, scrapers for
removing hair from hides, wooden boards, spatulas, and
cushion stones indicated the woman had been a leather worker.
Some other leather workers were even buried with a cow hide.
All antiquarians were male and Alice believes they made
wrong assumptions about the sex of bodies because the grave
contained bronze daggers, archers’ wrist guards and axes.
Bronze daggers have sharp edges and points and are meant for
stabbing, but Alice has found daggers with rounded ends,
sometimes unused, in female graves. Flint-flaked daggers
have also been found in female graves but they could not have
been used as weapons, since they lacked sufficient strength.
Archer’s wrist guards are tied to a person’s wrist with leather
ties and need four holes to make them secure. However
research shows that not all wrist guards had four holes, some
has only two, and were not made of leather. Flat stones,
looking like wrist guards, have been found in female graves at
the waist line. They had been designed as body jewellery for
women. Other items that appear to have been suspended from
a woman’s waist were decorated axes. These appear too light
to be used as weapons and since they often had two holes
drilled through them, were more body ornamentation.
That a significant number of female burials with grave goods
symbolic of warfare have been identified, undermines early
theories that all burials found with weapons were men.
Trevor Coombs

New perspectives on archaeology of
Holy Island (Lindisfarne)

A lecture by David Petts, University of Durham on 14 th
March 2015
David gave us a fascinating talk about the history of
Lindisfarne and his plans for archaeological research on the
island. The island was originally called, Insula Medcaut, an
old Welsh name, in the late 6th century. In annals published in
AD 793 it is recorded as Lindisfarena and in the 11th century it
was given the soubriquet, Insula Sacra.
Lindisfarne is 15 miles south of the Scottish border, and a mile
off the Northumbrian coast. It is surrounded by sand and mud

flats that have shifted over time as several old maps have
demonstrated. On Armstrong’s map of 1769, there are three
routes over the mud to access the island.
In the late 6th century, Urien, an English king of northern
England, besieged his ‘foes’ on the island. A little earlier, at
the behest of King Oswald, St. Aiden from Iona founded a
priory on the island. In AD 665, Cuthbert became prior and
later bishop. After Cuthbert’s death in 687, his body and relics
were removed to Durham cathedral. The Venerable Bede
wrote the Vita Cuthberti in which he describes the saint’s
miracles and what life was like on the island in the monastery.
By AD 793, the first Viking raid on Britain struck the
monastery and, by 875 most of the monks had left. But not all,
since the priory was re-founded in 1093.
Kings of
Northumbria bestowed vast areas of Northumberland on the
priory which became very rich, probably the cause of the
Viking raid. It is believed that the Lindisfarne Gospels of
Mathew, Luke and John were written at Lindisfarne sometime
before 720.
David summarised the results of 20th century archaeological
investigations, especially of Hope-Taylor who excavated the
medieval village of Yeavering. He has been able to recover
some of his field notes, especially those for trenches dug on
the south side of the island in 1962, but few artefacts were
found. In the next two or three years, David hopes to do some
magnetometry surveys on parts of the island, and if English
Heritage and the National Trust permit, to open some trenches.
Trevor Coombs

Old Windsor and the origin of the
Windsor community
A lecture by Dr David Lewis on 18th April 2015

David has been researching Windsor and its development
through the medieval period for many years including its
origins which spring from a curious Saxon settlement known
as Windlesora. The results are now published in the ‘The
British Historic Towns Atlas series’, vol. 4*. The Saxon
settlement (SU 965 756) is curious for several reasons, it sits
on a piece of good agricultural land surrounded by deep clay
adjacent to the Thames, so it flooded frequently and yet,
despite its unattractive qualities, by the eleventh century was
home to around 300 to 500 people living in 95 ‘hagae’
(burgage plots). It could be reasonably classified as a small
town. In other ways, however, it seems to be no more than a
substantial village. According to the 1086 Domesday survey it
had no mill and its parish church was insubstantial, with just
one priest. Hope-Taylor excavated the site during the 1950’s
and found a Saxon water-driven mill near the Thames with an
exceptional stone built outhouse, and a road that went from the
waterside to a river crossing three miles to the north. The
nearby fields created at this time, with names which survived
into the records of the medieval period ‘Haemm’ and ‘Sheet’
and Worth indicate that, as Hope-Taylor suggested, the
settlement was established in the 7th or 8th century. Since Old
Windsor is sited on the border of the kingdoms of Mercia and
Wessex, it was likely used for council meetings. Although
records of these assemblies have not survived, its later use was
primarily as a retreat for royalty and especially the early
Norman kings who used the place as a conference setting, such
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as the important 1070 church synod, and frequently for the
Whitsun ‘crown wearing’ ceremonies. Prior to the Norman
Conquest Windlesora was a royal manor owned by Edward the
Confessor (reigned 1042-1066) who granted it to Westminster
Abbey as part of its foundation endowment in the last year of
his reign. William the Conqueror took it back into royal
ownership in 1067, since its proximity to forest land and use
for sports hunting proved advantageous in honing the military
skills of combat on horseback. Moreover, the site had good
transport links to London and Westminster by river and road,
and could be used as an alternative to the royal palaces closer
to the capital. By the time of the Domesday Book, Old

Windsor consisted of 20 hides with 22 villains and was valued
at £15 which was low compared with other ‘towns’ in
Berkshire. It was, nonetheless probably the third largest
settlement in the county. By 1110 the royal court had
relocated to Windsor Castle and its attached urban settlement
renamed as New Windsor. The Old Windsor site was
promptly abandoned, and by the late twelfth century no
evidence of its timber-built structures remained.
Trevor Coombs
*Lewis, D. 2015. Windsor and Eton, The British Historic
Towns Atlas, vol IV, Oxford

Archaeology in Berkshire 2014
This year the annual round-up of archaeology in Berkshire
was held at The Cornerstone in Wokingham on Saturday 7
March. After an introduction by BAS Chairman Ann Griffin,
Alex Godden (Archaeological Officer, West Berkshire
Council) presented Recent discoveries in West Berkshire.
After outlining the Council’s objectives for the conservation
and management of its archaeological resources, Alex
selected three sites to illustrate the range of work undertaken.
A manor house site at Hamstead Marshall produced two wellpreserved sections of brick-built tunnels, perhaps the remains
of a sophisticated drainage system. A possible Neolithic or
Early Bronze Age field system near Hungerford may be of
national significance, and Victoria Park in Newbury was used
as a test site for an on-going initiative with partners on the
Mesolithic in the Kennet Valley.

long by 8m wide. The trench is now backfilled but fieldwork
at Silchester is not over yet. The Victorian excavations in
Insula III near the Forum-Basilica are being reopened and
reinterpreted to reveal an early large colonnaded timber
building that may have occupied the entire insula. Fragments
of tiles stamped with the name of the emperor Nero imply
imperial backing for this project, possibly on behalf of the
client-king Cogidubnus. The building may never have been
completed and it was demolished by the turn of the 1st
century. The insula then appears to have become ‘a desolate
urban landscape’, although the recent identification of 5th-6th
century pottery provides tantalising evidence for post-Roman
occupation at Silchester. Future events suggested by Mike
Fulford included: an excavation at Pond Farm, Mortimer
West End, 17.8.2015-13.9.2015, visitors welcome, and an
exhibition of work by Jenny Halsted (Archaeology
Department’s artist) in the old Fire Station, Henley, in
October, final date to be announced.

Alex’s counterparts in East Berkshire, Fiona MacDonald and
Adam Loden (Berkshire Archaeology), celebrated Historic
landscape characterisation and ten years of archaeology in
Berkshire. Achievements over this period included the
addition of 1780 new sites, 2754 finds, 2509 listed buildings,
28 registered parks and gardens and 541 landscape records to
the HER, now housed at the Berkshire Record Office and
hosted online by Heritage Gateway. Adam described his
work as Historic Landscapes Characterisation Officer,
describing and mapping past and present land use in East
Berkshire.

After lunch, Sue Harrington (University College London)
presented a talk entitled Beyond the Tribal Hidage: dead
zones and wealth zones in the Middle Thames Valley AD
400-600. The Tribal Hidage documents taxable land units of
the early Saxon kingdoms of Kent, Sussex and Wessex. The
economic basis for the foundation of these Saxon kingdoms is
being investigated and the results are being made available
online.

Alex Smith (University of Reading) described Research on
Roman rural settlements in southern Britain, part of an
ambitious project covering the whole of England and
(eventually) Wales south of Hadrian’s Wall. Using ‘grey’
literature and published site reports, the aim is to produce a
comprehensive and up-to-date account of all Roman sites
except military sites, major towns and defended small towns
from the late Iron Age to the early 5th century. More than
2500 non-villa farming settlements have been identified so far
(528 in the south-east) and these fall into two major types:
simple enclosed farms mostly on higher ground and complex
farms in river valleys with associated trackways and field
systems.
Alex told the meeting that the website
(wwww.reading.ac.uk/roman-rural-settlement) would be
launched at a conference to be held in Reading on 14 April
2015.

Jane Corcoran (Science Advisor, English Heritage) followed
with an introduction to Science in archaeology,
concentrating on the geo-archaeological modelling of
potential sites using historic borehole logs which are freely
available on the Geology of Britain viewer website
(www.bgs.ac.uk/discoveringGeology/geologyOfBritain/viewe
r.html). Vertical sections can be constructed through the drift
geology to reconstruct past environments and ancient land
surfaces. The soils and sediments support system for
archaeologists is also available online (www.sassa.org.uk) to
provide clues to land use in the past.
Unfortunately the last talk, by Wendy Morrison and Edward
Peveler on Dorchester-on-Thames, had to be cancelled at
short notice and Dave Carless (BAS and SOAG) kindly
stepped in with Saxon mills in Berkshire, a presentation
previously given to the BAS Anglo-Saxon Discussion Group
on 7 February (see report in the BAS Spring 2015 newsletter,
page 5).

The Roman theme was continued by Michael Fulford
(University of Reading) who presented an update on
Silchester 2014: from Insula IX to Insula III. Looking
back over 18 seasons in Insula IX, he presented some of the
most recent highlights including a military skillet handle
dating to the AD 40s and a massive Iron Age timber hall 50m

The proceedings were enjoyed by 65 attendees and our thanks
are due to Trevor Coombs for another very successful Day
School. (Janet Sharpe)
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Fieldwork projects
Hand-held Ground Penetrating Radar usability trial at Streatley Meadow
18-20 March 2015

Streatley Meadow Day 1: Mark Collins using the radar and
Andrew Hutt collecting the results on a laptop behind the
crude sun screen (photographed by Richard Miller)

Streatley Meadow Day 2: reviewing the results with Anne
Harrison, Ann Griffin, Andrew Hutt, Anne Hutt and seated
Brita Sensicall and Mark Collins (photographed by Richard
Miller)

While Andrew Hutt was at the Theoretical Archaeology
Conference in Manchester in December 2014, he was
discussing the Society’s geophysics work and mentioned
wanting to get involved with ground penetrating radar. As a
result he was put in touch with Mark Collins of University of
Leicester. Mark was testing a lightweight ground penetrating
radar system which could be either hand-held or mounted on
an unmanned aerial vehicle (http://www2.le.ac.uk/
offices/press/press-releases/2014/august/space-age
technologies -aim-to-uncover-britains-heritage).

involved laying out a survey grid and then one person at a
time walking transects carrying the equipment while others
captured the output on a laptop. In the event most people
were able to use the equipment and provide feedback to Mark
to include in the trial results which will be published in his
Masters Thesis later this summer.
Memorable features of this event were the sunlight on day 1
(hence the crude sun screen) and the cold wind on Day 2
which we survived thanks to the Ron Knowles’ tent.
Andrew Hutt

As a result, 10 members of the Society spent 2 days at
Streatley Meadows testing the hand-held system. This

Equipment wanted

Risk management and first aid kit

The Society is accumulating fieldwork equipment and in
particular is looking for two or three light weight camping
tables, an edging iron, a spade, plastic buckets and seed trays.
If you have any such items which you are no longer using we
would welcome them. Andrew Hutt

This year we changed our insurer from Towergate Insurance
to Export and General Insurance Services. One of the
conditions of this insurance is that we need to develop risk
assessments for all the Society’s activities. This in turn has
resulted in the Society needing a first aid kit.

Woodworking skills needed

Barrie Randall has created a kit which includes ice packs,
bandages, wound dressings of different types and associated
equipment such as scissors, tweezers etc. This is all
contained in a green pack with a full list of the contents and
blank First Aid Treatment Record forms to record when and
how it was used.

The Society has recently bought an auger (see picture on page
5) which consists of four main components, a “T” shaped
handle, two auger heads and an extension rod 1.05m long.
Using it in the field also requires a tape, a trowel and lots of
plastic sacks. Nobody makes a plastic crate long enough and
wide enough to hold these components. If anybody fancies
spending a few days making a long wooden box for this
equipment please contact me. Andrew Hutt

While on site at Blounts Court, this kit was presented to those
people who had first aid experience. It is planned to present it
to everybody working on La Hyde in June so that all those
working in the field knows what is in the kit and how to use
it.
The Society thanks Barrie for creating this resource and
donating it to the Society. Andrew Hutt
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Blounts Court 2015
15th April to 5th May 2015

We started work on site at Blounts Court on 15 th April 2015
with the objective of carrying out further investigations on
Building R8 which we first identified in a resistivity survey
undertaken in 2013 and investigated by excavating two
trenches in 2014.. At the time of writing we have completed:







A fine grained, 0.5m x 0.5m, resistivity survey of
building R8. The results (see alongside) show that
building R8 (in the centre of the geophysics results) was
about 33m long by at least 11m wide. It also shows
evidence of another building to the east
An auger survey of the interior of building R8 which
showed that it had a chalk floor throughout the building
The excavation of a trench which cut across the wall of
building R8, the Georgian garden wall (which we found
last year) and the building to the east of building R8
The survey of an associated barn, which showed that the
timber frames, of a style used in the 15th century, were
resting on chalk and brick foundations which probably
date to the 18th century

The earliest archaeological remains found in the trench were a
mass of mortared flint blocks at the eastern end of the trench
which probably represent the remains of an early building..
We only had time to record them; they were not excavated.
At the western end of the trench, the earliest evidence was a
layer of broken tile. This was overlaid with the chalk floor
and chalk wall of building R8, which suggests that building
R8 post-dates the main house which has been dated to 1430
and may date from Tudor times.

Results of the fine grained resistivity survey

In the centre of the trench was the Georgian wall that we
found last year. These excavations found that on the east side
of the wall was a deposit of good garden soil which may
represent the remains of a border.
A visit to the site by an arboreal archaeologist confirmed that
the trees in the garden we were working in date to the 19th
century but the avenue of Lime trees which runs east from the
site to Blounts Court Road dates from the 18th century when
the stone facing was added to the house.
During visit to the site, the Right Honourable Georgina
Stonor suggested that building R8 may have been built as the
locale of the local Manor Court, hence Blount’s Court. This
raises interesting questions about similarly named sites such
as Fawley Court and Greys Court and the opportunity to
research Berkshire’s Medieval court rolls, many of which
were written in Latin.

Augering with from left to right, David Wallace, Andrew Hutt,
Anne Harrison and Nigel Spencer (photographed by Richard
Miller)

th

On 29 April, 19 members of the Society and the Research
Group enjoyed lunch together in the Butchers Arms and then
visited the site.
Several people offered alternative
interpretations as to the uses made of building R8.
Many people spent happy hours working on this site; all that
remains is to collect and record the work in a grey report.
Andrew Hutt
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Anglo Saxon Berkshire Discussion Group
Meeting 4th February 2015

explained that this showed clear linkages between the Upper
Thames Valley, Francia in Northern France and the AngloSaxon Kingdom of Kent.

Andrew Hutt started the meeting with a presentation of a
study by Valerie Pyne of early Saxon cemeteries in Berkshire
and South Oxfordshire.
The cemeteries at Abingdon,
Wallingford, and Blewburton Hill with both pagan and
Christian burials, were described in detail, others were
summarised. The overall conclusions were that the Thames
formed a major route way through the region; these
cemeteries were foci for a population that were either Saxon
or developed Saxon tastes, and that males and females were
given different styles of burials.

This was followed by a presentation by Martin Labram on the
work he had been doing to collect Anglo-Saxon site
summaries from the Berkshire Archaeology Historic
Environment Record, position the sites on maps and make
them accessible to members of the group. Andrew Hutt

Meeting 1st April 2015
The focus of this meeting was a presentation by Catherine
Petts entitled Early Anglo-Saxon territories in South East
Berkshire & North Hampshire. In this talk Catherine
presented evidence from several different sources including
Domesday, Parish and Hundred boundaries, and place name
evidence to identify territories of Anglo Saxon groups such as
the Sunningas, Readingas and Basingas. Andrew Hutt

He followed this with a presentation about the way the group
could work to understand and assess the many Anglo-Saxon
sites in and around Berkshire and listed a number of possible
research goals. As a result members of the group discussed
the possibility of working in small groups to research groups
of sites across the study area. Andrew Hutt

What next?

Meeting 4th March 2015

The meeting of the group planned for 5th May 2015 was
cancelled because work at Blounts Court took longer than
planned. On the 3rd June 2015, there will be a visit to AngloSaxon sites in West Berkshire and South Oxfordshire which
was inspired by the work of the group but to which all
members of the Society are invited. The next meeting of this
group at RISC will be on 3rd September 2015. Andrew Hutt

This meeting started with a presentation by Isobel MacLean
entitled Place Names in which she presented an introduction
to place name evidence and then used place names associated
with travel and trade to discuss the route of Old Street an
Anglo-Saxon north-south route way through West Berkshire.
Next Roger Betts gave a presentation on the Long Wittenham
stoup, a small cup dating from the late 5th century made of
wood with a bronze coating bearing Christian images. He

More pictures from Blounts Court

Excavating the trench. From left to right: Alison McQuitty,
Tim Lloyd, Ann Griffin and with the purple gloves but hidden
from view Margaret Boltwood (photograph by Richard
Miller)
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The team surveying the barn at Blounts Farm showing the
aisle truss and double queen post roof structure
(photographed by Martin Labram)

Walks and Visits
Travel: car parking in Oxford is difficult and I recommend
that we depart from Reading station at 9.54 am (platform 9)
and arrive at Oxford at 10.18, and gather in the station
entrance. It is but a short walk from the station to Oxford
castle

Visit to Anglo-Saxon West Berkshire
and South Oxfordshire
Wednesday 3rd June 2015
This trip aims to give members a flavour of the Saxon sites in
the western part of the old shire.

If there are more than 15 people applying, we will arrange
another tour in the autumn. Trevor Coombs

We will start at 10am at St Andrew’s Church, Boxford to
view the Saxon window. We will then visit St Swithun’s
church, Wickham which has Berkshire’s only Saxon church
tower, which may have originally had a defensive purpose.
We will than move on to Uffingham Castle to briefly follow a
Saxon Charter Boundary. Lunch will be at Wantage, the
birthplace of King Alfred, with a chance to visit and have
lunch at the Vale and Downland Museum. Finally, there will
also be a visit to the Anglo-Saxon meeting place of Berkshire
at Scutchamer Knob.

Visit to Marden Henge, Wiltshire
Wednesday, 8 July 2015
Location: SU 092 583; SN9 6HG
On Wednesday 8 July 2015 we shall be visiting Marden
Henge, near Devizes, where students from the Archaeology
Department at the University of Reading will be excavating
this Neolithic Henge under the direction of Dr. Tim Leary.

Please note this field trip will involve driving between sites,
so it is recommended that if possible people car share. There
will be a charge for entry to Wantage museum and lunch in
the museum café. If you would like to come along, please
contact me. Andrew Hutt

The henge was built about 2,400 BC and is thought to be the
largest bank and ditch enclosure monument in Britain. In
2010 the site was subject to aerial, geophysical and field
surveying.
An excavation trench was opened and a
remarkably well preserved timber building was found.

Walking

We shall be sharing cars to make this visit, and members who
wish to go should email tacoombs1@gmail.com by
Wednesday 24 June giving the number of people coming,
their postcode, telephone number and how many car seats
they have for others.

tour

of

historic

Oxford

Saturday 20 June 2015
Anne Dodd and Julian Mumby of Oxford Archaeology will
give a guided tour of historic Oxford on Saturday 20 June
2015. The tour will start at 11.00 am in the courtyard of
Oxford’s Castle, New Road and will finish in the grounds of
New College about 12.30. A pub lunch could be arranged if
enough people would like to eat together.

We plan to meet at the Rowdy Cow Café (SN9 2LX) on the
A342 where a table will be reserved for us. After lunch we
will continue on the A342 through Devizes to Marden Henge
at SN9 6HG. If there is time, and since we are moving
through Devizes, we could visit the Wiltshire Museum at
SN10 1NS, where the artefacts from Marden Henge are
curated. Trevor Coombs

The cost is £2.00 per person and there may be a small fee to
enter New College garden. Numbers are limited to 15 and to
book, please email; tacoombs1@gmail.com by 7 June.
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The Berkshire Archaeology Research Library
Message from the librarian:-

BERKSHIRE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY

As a result of the Society hiring a store we are calling in the Berkshire Archaeology Research
Library boxes. We have started with the journal boxes, which have been checked, and in some
cases, we decided that some items were no longer useful, and could be disposed of.
The next steps are to collect up and review the period boxes (Pre-history, Iron Age, Roman
etc.) and then the boxes with reports for the counties and the fieldwork materials.
If you have any of these library boxes please let me know so that I can arrange for them to be
collected.

Patron: H.M. THE QUEEN

This review is going to result in items we no longer want. In the first instance, these will be
offered to BAS and BARG members.

Michael Fulford CBE FBA FSA

I am thinking of ways to let BAS and BARG members know what we hold, particularly the
current journal articles and to encourage greater use of the material. Deborah Loe

President: Professor

The Society was founded in 1871
and for over 100 years has
encouraged
and
supported
archaeological
activities
in
Berkshire.
Everybody with an interest in
archaeology is welcome to attend
our meetings and join the Society.
It does not matter whether your
interest in archaeology is new
found or long standing, the Society
offers activities from regular
lectures and outings to postexcavation research.
All members receive a regular
newsletter, full of news about
events in Berkshire. The Berkshire
Archaeological Journal is also free
to members.
Officers of the Society:
Chairman: Ann Griffin
01628 825 288
griffinshiresteps@hotmail.com
Secretary acting: Andrew Hutt
Treasurer: Andrew Hutt
0118 973 2882
andrew_hutt@talktalk.net

Moving Berkshire Archaeology Research Library boxes into the Society’s stoe. From left to
right, Anne Harrison, Deborah Loe and Andrew Hutt (photographed by Ann Griffin)

Input to the newsletter
If you have an archaeological story which you feel would interest the Society, please send it to
Andrew Hutt the acting newsletter editor by August 2014.

Membership secretary:
Anne Harrison
0118 978 5520
anne@jaharrison.me.uk
Programme Organiser:
Trevor Coombs
Day School Organiser:
Trevor Coombs
Tour Organiser:
Ron Knowles
0118 939 4044
ronknowles2@btopenworld.com
Newsletter Editor acting:
Andrew Hutt, see above
Librarian:
Deborah Loe
For more information about the
Society and membership details
contact the Chairman: Ann Griffin
01628 825 288

www.berksarch.co.uk
email: info@berksarch.co.uk
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